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AIMS

• Examine the challenges
• Flip the focus
• An example in context

Not Today

• Tell you how to organize your organization
• Tool wizardry
An Organizing System

Adapted from: The Discipline of Organizing, Robert Glushko, 2013.
Restructuring the Experiment’s Health form from the interactions

Student Health Histories & Exams

Review Processes

Information Distillation

Health Summaries for Leaders

Reference Information for On-Call Team
Risk Management

Capacity Building

Information Management

The Upshot
**Takeaways**

- Interactions → organization
- Tools serve interactions
- Effort in / Effort Out

**Action Steps**

- Map your information cycles
- Inventory & Evaluate your tools
- Learn a new functionality
Thank You!

Sources & Further Reading

- https://www.noaa.gov/education/resource-collections/freshwater-education-resources/water-cycle
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